The Language of Creativity
Central Ohio Branch
National League of American Pen Women
on view at Dublin Arts Council
Sept. 21 - Oct. 29, 2021
The Language of Creativity is a group exhibition by 24
members of the Central Ohio Branch of the National
League of American Pen Women, encompassing individual
and collaborative projects from visual artists, writers and
performing artists. Through diverse mediums, the artists
will examine how they express the call to create while
inviting others to join the exploration.
The National League of American Pen Women , Inc.,
was founded in 1897 when women journalists were not
permitted to join male-only professional organizations.
The League became a professional organization for
women writers, artists and composers, where they
could be recognized for their talents.

Cover artwork: Wavelengths, by Beverly Goldie in collaboration with Ann Alaia Woods

WELCOME
to
The Language of Creativity

1. Deborah Anderson (Art)

Calico Storm

Textile, hand appliqued irregular quilt patches and scraps,
calico and stenciled China buttons (1880-1930), quilted with
Zwicky silk threads.
20” x 26”
$1400

“My inspiration is the Intensified storms due to global warming. I’m
using old quilt patches and buttons purchased many years ago.”
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2. Deborah Anderson (Art)

Postage Paid

Hand-dyed cotton by Heide Stoll-Weber, quilted with Zwicky silk
threads
36” x 36”
$1400

“My inspiration is the patterns on metered stamps, which have been
in existence for over 100 years! All information is within the solid left
and bottom border and the alternating dark and light borders on top
and right edge. Metered mail stamps are black, blue, or red- unlike
the quilt, yet it does retain the light and dark values of a metered
stamp.”

3. Deborah Anderson (Art)

Racket Rhythms

Heat transfer on Cotton
16” x 12”
$250
*Collaboration with Ann Alaia Woods (Art and Letters)

“Pictographs interspersed among shapes with patterns and colors to
illustrate the meaning and rhythms of “Racket Rhythms” first
stanza.”
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4. Veena Bansal (Art)

Meditation at Pondside
Oil on canvas
36”x60”
$3500

*Collaboration with Brenda Layman (Letters)

5. Veena Bansal (Art)

Blossoming
Acrylic

48”x30”
$1500
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6. Rosemary Barkes
10” x 8” framed reflection
*Collaboration with Bev Goldie

7. Françoise Bartram (Letters)

French Leave

Boyle and Dalton 2018
*Collaboration with Rebecca Zelanin (Art)

“Turning 70,000 words into a visual isn't an easy endeavor, yet
the collaboration made it possible. After an exchange of ideas, the
great majority of those Rebecca's, the project took shape. Building on
the book's main theme of immigration, she suggested featuring
maps of the various countries involved, playing with colors and
forms. Plot elements are also featured inside the piece that opens
like a book. The progress evolved smoothly and successfully. I
enjoyed the collaboration.”
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8. Robie Benve (Art)

No Sex in St. Tropez
Mixed Media on wood

36"x24"
$1350
*Collaboration with Rosalie Unger (Letters)

“Rosalie spent a memorable summer in 1974. She left everything and
went to Europe where she had lots of adventures, met new and old
friends, and had a fantastic experience as nanny in St. Tropez.”
Inspired by the Memoir No Sex in St. Tropez by Rosalie Unger
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9. Robie Benve (Art)

Sister of Saidnaya

Mixed Media on wood
36"x24"
$1350
*Collaboration with Rose Ann Kalister (Letters)

“Young Nadra left Syria and came to the United States to follow her
dream. Her life is not easy, but her talents and her personality are
strong. Her grandma’s amulet protects her and her golden
hands. Will that be enough to overcome a harsh world?”
Inspired by the book Sister of Saidnaya by Rose Ann Kalister.
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10.

Robie Benve (Art)
Cow Jumps Over the Moon
Acrylic and paper on canvas
20” x 16”
$490
*Hey Diddle Diddle Group Collaboration

“ The cow that jumps over the moon has always been my favorite
part of the Hey Diddle Diddle nursery rhyme. I enjoyed rendering it in
a way that is somewhat halfway between literal and fantastic.”
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11.

Anita Burgess (Art)

The Monolith

Watercolor on yupo
18” x 14”
$200

12.

Anita Burgess (Art)

Winter Trees
Pastel
20" w x 16"
$250
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13.

Anita Burgess (Art)

Wapa M' See Wa
Oil

36"w x 20"
$400

14.

Anita Burgess (Art)

Hey Diddle

Acrylic and Mixed Media
24" x 18"
$300
*Hey Diddle Diddle Group Collaboration
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15.

Renate Fackler- (Art)

Shall We Dance?

Resin on walnut

18” H x 6” W x 5”D
$500
*Collaboration with Rose Ann Kalister- (Letters)
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16.

Renate Fackler (Art)

Between Heaven and Earth

Bronze on a granite rotating base
11” x 11” X 17”
$ 4,500

“Between Heaven and Earth” was created by placing crushed ice
cubes in the mold for the moon, stars and hands, and pouring hot
wax into the mold. As the wax cooled, the ice melted leaving spaces
where the ice was. The sculpture is bronze on granite with a rotating
base. The hands are the link between the moon and stars, and the
roots of the earth. Metaphorically, the hands represent the human
race, whose actions impact both Heaven and Earth.”
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17.

Renate Fackler (Art)

Universal Merkaba

Bronze on granite and walnut on a rotating base
19” X 5” X16”
$ 3,500

“Universal Merkaba” translates to “Light, Spirit, Body.” This sculpture
is a direct wax bronze casting, meaning there is no mold for it
making it one of a kind. It is bronze on granite with Walnut.”
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18.

Renate Fackler (Art)

The Four Elements: Earth, Water, Wind and Fire
Bronze on rough cut limestone
16” X 12” X 20”
$ 4,500

“’Earth, Water, Wind and Fire’ are direct wax cast bronze on
limestone. They are one of a kind, as there is no mold. They
represent the essence of Life.”

19.

Abby Feinknopf (Art)

White Clover

Acrylic on paper with hand carved stamp
10” x 7”
$500
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20. Abby Feinknopf (Art)

Tulips in Chinese Vase

Acrylic on paper, hand-carved stamp and palette knife
painted

11” x 3”
$350

21.

Abby Feinknopf (Art)
Ranunculus
Acrylic on paper; palette knife painted
11”x3”
$350
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22.

Abby Feinknopf (Art)

Cherry Blossoms 6

Acrylic on paper
11” x 3”
$350
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23.

Jane Flewellen (Art)

Rogene, The Writer

Graphite on paper
10”x8”
$250

*Collaboration with Margaret Hanna (Letters)

“Margaret Hanna’s short story From Empty Envelopes is
about Rogene, an aspiring writer who is homeless. Jane Flewellen’s
drawing, Rogene, the Writer, is based on Carmen, a
photograph by Jan Banning (from his portrait series of homeless
people Down and Out in the South).”
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24.

Jane Flewellen (Art)

Matt

Oil on board
12"x9"
$700

“I paint because I love beauty and light. We all experience pain and
suffering in life. Yet, we can find respite and joy in beauty. I’m often
drawn to subjects with a dramatic contrast of light and dark. For me,
light beyond the darkness symbolizes hope.”

25.

Jane Flewellen (Art)

The Mediator

Oil on board
12”x16”
$1100
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26.

Jane Flewellen (Art)

Strongly Divided
Oil on board

12”x16”
$1100

27.

Beverly Goldie (Art)
Wavelengths
Encaustics and Mixed Media
12" x 14"
$250
*Collaboration with Ann Alaia Woods (Art/Letters)

“An encaustic mixed media work, collaborating with Ann Alaia
Woods’s suminigashi handmade papers, and her interpretation of
the art.”
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28.

Beverly Goldie (Art)
Assimilation from Syria
Encaustics and Mixed Media
11" x 14"
$395
*Collaboration with Rose Ann Kalister (Letters)

“Collaboration with Rose Ann Kalister from her book Sister of
Saidnaya titled "Assimilation from Syria". It highlights the ancient
history, art and culture of Syria as well as how different the
English and Arabic alphabets are. It shows how difficult
assimilation must be for someone to leave this for our
world. Using cracked plaster, the ancient art of encaustics and a
mosaic style helped to draw attention to the mystique of the
region.”
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29.

Beverly Goldie (Art)

Snippets of Monet
Encaustic and mixed media
24" x 24" x 3"
$800

“The Water Lilies series of Monet has been such a favorite that I
borrowed his color palette for this work. There is a shellac burn
used and many many sections are carved off to reveal only the
snippets of flora.”
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30.

Beverly Goldie

Art Appreciation 101
Photo Encaustic
13” X 15”
$195

*Collaboration with Rosemary Barkes

“The Art Appreciation 101 photo was taken when the Central
Ohio Branch of the National League of American Women (NLAPW)
visited the inaugural exhibition at the Pizzuti Collection Gallery in
downtown Columbus. As members progressed around the outdoor
sculpture exhibit, Bev Goldie, one of the NLAPW members, spied a
cluster of other members ogling a rather “expressive” piece of
artwork. She saw a great photo op and asked members to strike a
pose for posterity. You are witnessing the results.
“Bev used encaustics (molten beeswax and resin) to encapsulate
the hand-painted photo, and embellished the texture of the “foil
man” with oil sticks and book-binders foil. Together, Bev and
humorist writer Rosemary Barkes wrote the text. “
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31.

Jennifer Hambrick (Letters)

Birthing

Antonio Vivaldi “Spring,” from The Four Seasons
(QR Code)
“Birthing” by Jennifer Hambrick, poet and reader
Antonio Vivaldi “Spring,” from The Four Seasons
Joanna Frankel, Violin soloist

32.

Jennifer Hambrick- (Letters)

Burning

Antonio Vivaldi “Summer,” from The Four Seasons
(QR Code)
“Burning” by Jennifer Hambrick, poet and reader
Antonio Vivaldi “Summer,” from The Four Seasons
Leonid Polonsky, violin soloist

33.

Jennifer Hambrick- (Letters)

Dying

Antonio Vivaldi “Autumn,” from The Four Seasons
(QR Code)
“Dying” by Jennifer Hambrick, poet and reader
Antonio Vivaldi “Autumn,” from The Four Seasons
Alicia Hui, violin soloist
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34.

Jennifer Hambrick- (Letters)

Darkening

Antonio Vivaldi “Winter,” from The Four Seasons
(QR Code)
“Darkening” by Jennifer Hambrick, poet and reader
Antonio Vivaldi “Winter,” from The Four Seasons
David Niwa, violin soloist
(#31 through #34)
Poems commissioned by the Sunday at Central concert series, David
Niwa, artistic director under the auspices of the Johnstone Fund for
New Music.
Musical performances presented by Sunday at Central on 22
September 2019 at the Arthur C. Johnson Auditorium of the Ohio
History Center Columbus, Ohio.
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35.

Margaret Hanna (Letters)

Synopsis "From Empty Envelopes"

Framed Print
17.5” x 14.5”
$50

*Collaboration with Jane Flewellen (Art)

“The image of Rogene the Writer grew out of a short story “From
Empty Envelopes”. I was challenged to write about someone who was
nothing like me but wanted the same thing. This homeless woman
became a writer from notes on empty envelopes. The inspiration for
the title came from my mother who wrote notes on backs of empty
envelopes.”
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36.

Margaret Hanna (Letters)

Magic Moments

Printed on stretched canvas
20" x 20"
$100
*Collaboration with Dawn Petrill (Art)

“The little girl seated at water’s edge in the painting Tangerine Sunset
was the inspiration for my reflection. Magic moments of what was
appear from my words recaptured in the painting. “
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37.

Margaret Hanna- (Letters)

In Her Mirror

Framed Print
15” x 12”
$100

*Collaboration with Darlene Yeager-Torre (Art)

“The feather was part of a lady’s hat reflected in the mirror from her
hat stand. I saw it while passing by her dresser on a tour of her
home. She took in boarders (from Edison’s labs in Greenfield
Village,MI). I wondered what her life was like as I saw my face in her
‘looking glass.’”

38.

Rose Ann Kalister (Letters)

Sister of Saidnaya: A Syrian Immigrant's Tale

Boyle and Dalton 2018
*Collaboration with Robie Benve (Art), Beverly Goldie (Art), and
Renate Fackler (Art)
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39.

Brenda Layman (Letters)

Meditation at Pondside

Framed Poem
19" X 17"
$350
*Collaboration with Veena Bansal (Art)

“It seems to me that all the arts and humanities, however varied,
converse freely because they speak of the same things: truth,
beauty, and harmony. This makes writing about paintings a
delightful experience of engagement with the perceptions of the
painter, the viewers, and the readers.”
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40.

Brenda Layman

By Whose Hands the Broom Swept

Framed Poem
19" x 17"
$250

*Collaboration with Dawn Petrill (Art)

41.

Private Collection c/o Keny Galleries
Looking Out the Window, c. 1905-06
Watercolor (Print)
22 x19 inches
Signed lower right: Alice Schille

NFS (Value $200)
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42.

Sylvia Miller (Music)

A Diddle Adventure

Written and Performed by Sylvia Miller
42a – Audio performance
42b – Video performance
*Hey Diddle Group Collaboration
(QR Code)

43.

Sylvia Miller (Music)

There's Still A Rural America

Written and performed by Sylvia Miller
*Collaboration with Darlene Yeager-Torre (Art)
(QR Code)

“I wrote this in 1990 when I went to a teachers' workshop In
Corunna, Michigan. I had no recollection of what the workshop was
about, but I stayed with a farm family and have never forgotten that
experience.”
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44.

Dawn Petrill (Art)

Memories Filtered Through Time

Acrylic and Mixed Media
20" x 16"
$800

*Collaboration with Brenda Layman (Letters)

“Part of a collaboration with the writer, Brenda Layman. Both of us
were influenced by a work of art depicting mother and children by
Alice Schille (a well-known Columbus artist who was once a Pen
Woman). Brenda wrote a beautiful poem, and I created a painting of
my own children with a younger version of myself and them.”
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45.

Dawn Petrill (Art)
Tangerine Sunset
Acrylic and Mixed Media
36" x 36"
$1200
*Collaboration with Peg Hanna (Letters)

“Part of a collaboration with the writer, Peg Hanna. Peg wrote a
reflection piece based on my painting. I then went back into my
painting and embedded some of the words that she used. I also
added a rabbit in the woods which she mentioned but wasn’t in the
original painting!”
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46.

Dawn Petrill (Art)

An Ancient Diddle

Acrylic and Mixed Media
20" x 16"
$800
*Hey Diddle Diddle Group Collaboration

“Part of a group collaboration where each of us are interpreting the
nursery rhyme, “Hey Diddle, Diddle …” in our own unique languages.
Mine is an Egyptian spin on the rhyme. This is created to look like an
ancient stone tablet with layers of symbols and objects embedded
into it, upon which the characters of the nursery rhyme are depicted
in clothing and postures based on that form of art.”
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47.

Evangelia Philippidis (Art) and Ann Alaia Woods (Art/Letters)

Birthing
Archival limited edition prints of scratch board originals
21”x26”
$1250
*Collaboration with Jennifer Hambrick (Letters)

48.

Evangelia Philippidis (Art) and Ann Alaia Woods (Art/Letters)

Burning
Archival limited edition prints of scratch board originals
21”x26”
$1250
*Collaboration with Jennifer Hambrick (Letters)
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49.

Evangelia Philippidis (Art) and Ann Alaia Woods (Art/Letters)

Dying

Archival limited edition prints of scratch board originals
21”x26”
$1250
*Collaboration with Jennifer Hambrick (Letters)

50.

Evangelia Philippidis (Art) and Ann Alaia Woods (Art/Letters)

Darkening
Archival limited edition prints of scratch board originals
21”x26”
$1250
*Collaboration with Jennifer Hambrick (Letters)
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51.

Jeny Reynolds (Art)

More Flowers

Mixed Media Collage
18" x 18"
$480

“I love to see color against the blacks- It comes to life for me and
gives me adventure into design. For this piece to come together I
started with the flowers first and then needed a vase, my torn paper
collage answered the question- a vase!”
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52.

Jeny Reynolds (Art)

Town Square

Mixed Media Collage
18" x 18"
$800

“Each square has been cut from photos I have taken from my
artwork. It was fun to see the smaller images from large works of
mine. The piece in the middle is gloves painted with black gesso and
added gold around the cut squares.”

53.

Jeny Reynolds (Art)

Day and Night
Mixed Media and Collage
22" x 22"
$600

“Each Tree was cut from a painting of mine and placed on black
gesso. The rest is designed by adding collage pieces and painting
around and over them to make a design of color and shapes. I think
it’s something a child would do because it’s so free and inventive.”
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54.

Vivian Ripley (Art)

Wild River

Acrylic on Yupo
20”x 27”
$850

“This work started as an experiment using fast-drying acrylic on a
very slick surface: Yupo (polypropylene resin). It involved speed of
application with a brush, spraying into the paint and actually using
my fingers to push the paint. The emphasis is on motion and rhythm.
WILD RIVER was accepted into the important WATERCOLOR USA in
Springfield, Missouri.”
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55.

Vivian Ripley (Art)

The Shapes and Light of Winter
Acrylic

16.5” x 20.5”
$850

“Please see the accompanying material showing the
original photograph and my sketch illustrating the composition of
shapes, followed by the value scheme. The palette was blue-green,
yellow-orange, red-purple, buff and white—-using different values
and blends of these hues.
“(The supporting material I mention for THE SHAPE AND LIGHT OF
WINTER is a small framed piece showing the photo and my
compositional sketch.)”
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56.

Vivian Ripley (Art)

Woodland Song

Pastel on Sennelier la carte
21” x 26”
$950

“This work depicts an important and personal spot in Northern
Ontario. Light and shadow is so important and is enhanced by the
greens and yellow on greyed red Sennelier la carte textured paper.
The application is very direct with layering and no hand blending.”
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57.

Vivian Ripley (Art)

Warm Current

Watercolor on Gesso
19” x 23”
$950

“This special technique involves painting with less water (the paper is
sealed with acrylic gesso) using soft watercolor brushes and very
direct strokes without a “back and forth” motion. The lights are lifted
with a damp brush. This work won the Bronze Medal in the 2018
Ohio Watercolor Society National Show.”

58.

Rosalie Unger (Letters)
Framed reflection with collaboration

No Sex in St. Tropez

Createspace Publishing 2011
*Collaboration with Robie Benve (Art)
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59.

Ann Alaia Woods (Art and Letters)
In My Craft or Sullen Art (Dylan Thomas)
Inks on clay
12.5”H x 5-3/8” Diameter
NFS (Value $5500)

“While Thomas' works are still under copyright, copyright
law specifically grants calligraphers the right to create hand-scribed
originals of any written work without incurring infringement or cost.
The calligrapher's work is considered a new work of art in its own
right. However--if that original is ever reproduced for sale, protection
ends and permission in writing is required.”
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60.

Ann Alaia Woods (Art and Letters)

Racket Rhythms

Double Play on Hey, Diddle, Diddle!
18” x 6”
$250
*Collaboration with Deborah Anderson (Art) and Hey Diddle Diddle
group collaboration

“It has always struck me that nursery rhymes pack a lot more
didactic ‘weight’ than is generally accorded them, often thinly veiling
less than comfortable truths about human behavior.
“In that light, our Chapter's choice of ‘Hey, Diddle, Diddle’ as a
springboard to creative efforts seemed tailor made as the events
surrounding Ohio's most infamous scandal and HB6 have continued
unfolding.”
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61.

Ann Alaia Woods (Art and Letters)

Japanese Marbling: The Elegant Art of Suminagashi
Hand-bound books. Standard and Limited Editions

*Collaboration with Beverly Goldie (Art)

62.

Darlene Yeager-Torre (Art)

A Land of Field and Sky
Photo Encaustic

16’ X 20”
$300
*Collaboration with Sylvia Miller (Music)

“A visual interpretation of the song, There's Still a Rural America,a
touching song about the lives of folks in rural America coming
together to support one another in pursuit of the ‘American dream.’”
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63.

Darlene Yeager-Torre (Art)

Billions to Suffer Unlivable Heat
Photography
18” x 22”
$250

“This serene-appearing image belies the real message. Headlines of
the newspaper, the empty hourglass and its looming shadow, the
delicate beauty of a day lily in its prime speak to the urgency of
global warming action.”
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64.

Darlene Yeager-Torre (Art)

Sapphire Feather

Cyanotype [a cameraless, photography process producing
one-of-a-kind photographs] on fabric & paper
13” x 16”
$150
*Collaboration with Margaret Hanna (Letters)

“Based on the poem, ‘In Her Mirror’ specifically the lines: ‘Yet, the
wind carries into my hand A sapphire feather from her dresser hat
stand.’”

65.

Sunny Zank (Music)

Hey!

Score written and performed by Sunny Zank
*Hey Diddle Diddle Group Collaboration
(QR Code)
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66.

Sunny Zank (Music)

Moon Over the Ruined Castle

Score performed by Sunny Zank
*Collaboration with Rebecca Zelanin (Art)
(QR Code)

67.

Rebecca Zelanin (Art)

Snakebirds, One Eye, and Transient Reds

Transient Reds, 18”x18”, Acrylic on wrapped canvas, $350
One Eye, 6”x6”, Acrylic and pen and ink on wrapped canvas, $45
Mini Snakebirds, 4” x 4”, Acrylic and pen and ink on wrapped

canvas, $40

Snakebird Trio, 12” x 6”, Acrylic and pen and ink on wrapped
canvas, $100
Snakebirds, 11”x 9”, Acrylic and pen and ink on 140lb watercolor
paper, $150

“I used the leftover paint from Transient Reds for the background of
the smaller pieces. There is a symbiotic relationship between the
two.”
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68.

Rebecca Zelanin (Art)

French Leave Reimagined

Mixed Media and computer graphics
$275
*Collaboration with Françoise Bartram (Letters)

“I wanted to work with someone in our group who was not an artist.
Françiose and I agreed we would ‘re-imagine’ her book cover.
Although we never met, the internet allowed us to exchange ideas. I
turned it into a “hardback book” with images inspired by the story
inside. This project was quite a departure from my usual work, but
that is the beauty of collaboration.”
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69.

Rebecca Zelanin

Moon Over the Ruined Castle

Torn paper and acrylic on canvas
40" x 16"
$350
*Collaboration with Sunny Zank (Music)

“I wanted to work with someone who was not an artist. Sunny sent a
musical score and a sound bite of her playing ‘Moon over the Ruined
Castle.’ With that as inspiration, I manipulated the score in
Photoshop, tore it into pieces and created a torn paper ’painting’. If
you look closely, you can see the score in every piece of paper.”
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About Dublin Arts Council
Dublin Arts Council (DAC), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, is a thriving
local arts agency which administers comprehensive, engaging programs
including a variety of award-winning Art in Public Places projects, a year
long Visual Arts Series, the annual DAC Sundays at Scioto concert series
and classes and workshops at the Dublin Arts Center.
DAC is committed to programs and events with strong emphasis on
education and community-building. DAC serves as a community
convener and thought leader for using art as a catalyst for social change
and cultural cohesion.
Dublin Arts Council engages the community, cultivates creativity and
fosters life-long learning through the arts.
DAC is supported in part by the City of Dublin's hotel/motel tax which
was established to improve quality of life for residents, corporate citizens
and visitors through community investment in projects and events that
enhance visitor appeal, enrich the aesthetic of public property, provide
cultural arts experiences, support business, attract positive local,
regional and national attention, and encourage overnight stays in Dublin.
DAC is also supported by state tax dollars allocated by the Ohio
Legislature to the Ohio Arts Council (OAC). The OAC is a state agency
that funds and supports quality arts experiences to strengthen Ohio
communities culturally, educationally and economically. In addition,
Dublin Arts Council is supported by the National Endowment for the Arts,
contributions from individuals, corporations and foundations,
fundraising events, classes, gallery sales and in-kind contributions.
Dublin Arts Council is located at 7125 Riverside Dr. in Dublin, Ohio.
For more information, call 614.889.7444 or visit https://dublinarts.org/.
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